
COFFEE SHOP BUSINESS PLAN ASSIGNMENT FOR UNIVERSITY

Java Culture coffee shop business plan executive summary. on its proximity to the University of Oregon campus to build
a core group of repeat customers.

Projected Profit and Loss We project high net profits starting in the first year. Do you need any extra training
to write your coffee shop business plan? Banalata Coffee Shop 5. Coffeehouse locations are designed for high
volume year round, with revenues and profits to match. We recommend keeping your business plan light
enough for you to carry anywhere. Coffee drinkers spend an average of 3,65, tk on coffee annually, and drink
an average 3. Labor requirements are matched to projected in-store sales based upon past performance for
maximum efficiency. Along with our superior atmosphere and great customer service, we intend to target the
sophisticated coffee consumer. Product Description The menu of the Java Culture coffee bar will be built
around espresso-based coffee drinks such as lattes, mochas, cappuccinos, etc. This is due in large part to the
low direct cost of sales as well as the low operating costs in general for coffee houses. Executive Summary
The concept Thanks primarily to Nescafe, within the past 20 years the coffee as a drink has made a strong
position in our local market. Company Ownership: Liberty Coffee Shop is a privately held corporation. Java
Culture will position itself as a unique coffee bar that not only offers the best tasting coffee and pastries but
also provides home-like, cozy and comfortable environment, which established corporate establishments lack.
Sooner or later, not planning out your trip and not having the tools you need to reach your destination will
increase your expenses, frustrate you, and quite possibly get you nowhere. The business started out with one
owner Hannah being sole proprietorship venture. This location is a heavily trafficked area set to expand at the
end of year 3 upon the completion of a new corporate plaza. We provide informational resources that are
important to consider before you launch your business. However, it had a successful coffee shop is not an easy
task. The have also provided R1,4 Million of the required R1,7 Million start-up funds. Travelers passing
through 3. Pricing Prices have been determined after a thorough analysis of all food costs for every item in
each drink. For us, this will provide a unique possibility for building a loyal client base. Along with the
espresso drinks, brewed coffee and teas, as well as some refreshment beverages, will be sold in the coffee bar.
You will need this thought stimulation for you to completely and thoroughly execute your personaly plan
thoughtfully. The specialty-coffee business is growing at a healthy pace. Our growth rate is based upon
industry averages, factoring in the local conditions. Without planning your coffee shop setup, you'll likely
make a lot more mistakes, spent a lot more money, have plenty of headaches. We use the highest quality
equipment and ingredients to deliver a noticeably superior product. Executive Summary 2. Strategy and
Implementation Summary Friends Coffee Shop marketing strategy will be focused at getting new customers,
retaining the existing customers, getting customers to spend more and come back more often. Despite
recession and war the coffee house industry has shown strong growth every year for the past two decades.
Mission Java Culture will make its best effort to create a unique place where customers can socialise with each
other in a comfortable and relaxing environment while enjoying the best brewed coffee or espresso and
pastries in town. Coffeehouses have proven to be very popular with studentsâ€”even high school
studentsâ€”as an "in" place to go that's also affordable. Competitive Edge Friends Coffee Shop will position
itself as unique coffee bar where its patrons can not only enjoy a cup of perfectly brewed coffee but also spend
their time in an ambient environment. You may want to familiarize yourself with many of the points the
business plan will bring forward into your general awareness of your business.


